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We could, but weʼre not 
•  finding the right consultant for a web redesign!

•  getting great copy for your new site!

•  choosing and deploying an enterprise web CMS!

•  installing and configuring Hannon Hillʼs Cascade Server! ! !



Our web redesign was 20% technology, and 80% not 

Today weʼre talking about the 80%  



Why communication helps with the 80% … 
•  builds momentum!

•  establishes trust!

•  helps people handle the change!

•  key for consensus and collaboration!



•  Part One  
Susan talks about early communication and laying the 
groundwork!

•  Part Two!
! Joel talks about working the plan and the collaborative process!

•  Q&A!



Part One 
•  building consensus and understanding before the project is 

announced!

•  creating a brand (e.g., at William & Mary – re.web)!

•  committing to transparent communication!



Use the personal touch with  
the good, the bad, and the ugly  

•  how!
•  what to say!
•  what not to say!



Creating a brand for the project 

•  gives them something to hang onto!

•  you get something out of it too!



Create a communication strategy and then a 
communication plan 
•  donʼt wait!
•  a few things we did early on  

(talk, blog, invite)!



Part Two 
•  Campus kick-off!

•  Design & CMS selection process!

•  Maintaining momentum and finishing the project!



Project Kickoff: Strategic Planning 

•  Make it relevant 

•  Make it (another) one-on-one opportunity  

•  Follow up on concerns/resistance 

Results: 180 people in 4 days, including a dozen current students, 
all deans, all vice presidents, the president and the provost!



Design selection 
•  Consensus building should begin early!

•  The big “splash” should be revealing all the design 
concepts (not the final design) 



•  Systematically share the designs!

•  Always present the data with the designs!

•  Donʼt ask people for their favorite (and explain the evils of “Frankenstein!” ) 



Using the blog!
•  Posted three design concepts January 2!

•  Around 130 comments!

•  Posted our design choice February 2  

•  We got 2 reader comments!

“Love it!”!

“Great choice. When will it be implemented as the actual website?”!



Encore please: CMS selection 
•  Core team narrows it down!

•  Scripted (by us) presentation (by independent consultant)!

•  Feedback Forms!

•  CMS selection announced through the blog 



Maintaining momentum 
•  Sneak peaks through Facebook!

•  Use the campus portal!

•  More presentations!



Individual Mockups 
•  Builds excitement!

•  Sets expectations!

•  Answers/clarifies questions 



The last phase in our communication plan: 

Stop communicating. !
Final Paper due before 5:00PM on July 31!
“…We're about there with re.web - it's time to make the pot of coffee and not look up until the soft 
launch we're planning for just prior to the real launch on July 31. We're likely to begin posting to this 
blog once a week instead of almost daily. Hope you'll understand our singular focus in the next 10 
weeks.”!



The reveal… 
(Before and After) 



Homepage: Before 



Homepage: After 



News & Events: Before 



News & Events: After 



Academics: Before 



Academics: After 



A-Z: Before 



A-Z: After 



Photo Gallery: Before 



Photo Gallery: After 



Q & A 


